CALL FOR PARTICIPATION
Tandem Europe 2018-2020
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Tandem Europe is a cross-border collaboration programme that
aims at social change through cultural innovation activities.
You and your initiative, organisation or institution
can submit your expression of interest by 15 November 2018.

For our new edition of Tandem Europe, we look for
applicants, who work across a variety of
urban or rural areas from diverse local contexts all
over Europe.
Our participants share a strong enthusiasm for
creative discovery and innovation across European
borders, societies, cultures, sectors and artistic
disciplines. They embrace the joy of making new
things happen together by engaging in unusual
transnational encounters.

Eligible to apply are:
Non-profit organisations, pu-blic
institutions, civil society initiatives
and socially oriented enterprises
that are engaged with cultural
activities in their societies
AND are based in one of the
Council of Europe member states
(plus Belarus and Kosovo).

Online application and more information on the Tandem via www.tandemforculture.org

Future Tandem Europe participants typically manage smaller or larger cultural organisations (nonprofit or public funded), work for culturally engaged local administrations or run socially orientated
creative enterprises.
With Tandem, you join a growing community of
cultural innovators and social change makers, who
are deeply engaged in maintaining and reshaping
a common European future.
HOW DOES IT WORK?
Up to 32 applicants and their colleagues are invited to the Tandem Europe Partner Forum in 2019, where they find new networking opportunities and most importantly – their
potential Tandem partner.
Together with their new partner, they apply for the full programme with a collaboration
idea and a first sketch of the Tandem partnership they envisage. For the main programme
phase, 12 Tandems are selected. Each new collaboration pair benefits from a placement
opportunity at their Tandem-partner organisation abroad, three peer-to-peer innovation,
learning and networking meetings as well as financial and mentoring support to prototype
their collaboration ideas.
IS TANDEM FOR ME?
For the upcoming round of Tandem Europe we aim to convene passionate pioneers and
their groundbreaking initiatives from different social sectors. We look for participants
whose creative work addresses burning contemporary issues in our European societies
- especially from those urban and rural communities that often have to tackle their local
challenges outside mainstream public attention.

As Tandem Europe participant you should be very motivated to explore unconventional
ways of working together with a European partner from abroad and engage in an
innovative cultural collaboration with a colleague who you don’t know yet. You should be
strongly interested in designing new formats and ideas for cultural-social work that
engages European citizens in re-shaping their current and future realities.

Do you as an individual, organisation, innovative
local administration or creative enterprise engage in
cultural work or community based activities that
tackle social challenges?
Then we encourage you to apply!
If you like what you have read so far and you’re interested in applying,
please continue to read the full call.

WHY TANDEM EUROPE?
Faced by the various crises (social, economic, political) during the past years and a rapidly
growing discourse of closing borders rather than maintaining a culture of openness,
unorthodox innovation initiatives have started to emerge all over Europe. Creative
initiatives have started to experiment with new social designs and alternative economic
strategies for addressing burning issues in their local working fields. They show the
imaginative cultural power we need for finding new answers and fresh approaches to the
current challenges in our societies and across Europe as a whole. Exceptional initiatives
of cultural innovation often provide substantial meaning to people’s lives. They often put
forward the pioneering ideas, new social alliances, alternative financing and collaborative
working models that we need in order to influence change in the prevailing system.
WHAT IS TANDEM?
Tandem is a cultural collaboration and innovation programme that strengthens
transnational connections among civil society actors in Europe and beyond. Tandem
offers a space to build real, meaningful and sustainable relationships that can grow
through shared social interests, enthusiasm for creative discovery and the joy of making
new things happen together. We believe these experiences can contribute to increasing
empathy, building resilient civil society structures and shaping a common future through
cultural innovation.
Our vision is to see networks of creative communities emerge from this programme, and
our mission is to support the impact of their ongoing efforts. The programmeprogramme
was co-created by the European Cultural Foundation (ECF) and MitOst in 2011 and so far
has supported more than 300 cultural organisations, local administrations and socially
orientated enterprises from over 200 local - urban and rural - communities inside and
outside the EU.

At Tandem, we believe that these new initiatives are
important creators of social good.
By supporting them to reach out and connect across European borders, Tandem aims to
support meaningful change locally. We strongly believe that mutual engagement with
innovative colleagues from all over Europe inspires cross-pollination of new ideas
conceived locally in order to generate new solutions on higher pan-European working
levels
Tandem makes change happen by investing in people, making their ideas and
organisations more resilient, innovating their creative practice and supporting their
communities. For the upcoming round, Tandem Europe supports up to 24 cultural
innovators and social initiators and their organisations to step up their strategic game.
With the perspective of continuing to collaborate after the programme has completed,
participants team up in Tandem pairs for about one year. They think, act and reflect about
their existing and new practices and explore together how they can further contribute to
safeguarding the idea of an open, more just, participative and human Europe as well as
local communities that build on the potential of cultural innovaion and social work across
borders.
WHAT IS TANDEM EUROPE?
Tandem Europe started first in 2015 and is now going into its third round. It is tailor-made
and co-created for and with its previous and upcoming participants, all of them working
on creative solutions that make meaningful social innovation possible throughout Europe.
The programme builds on a strategic partnership between the founding partners of the
programme, the European Cultural Foundation (Amsterdam) and MitOst (Berlin) as well as
foundations from Italy (Fondazione Cariplo), Greece (Stavros Niarchos Foundation) and
Germany (Robert Bosch Stiftung) as well as civil society initiatives from Portugal
(4iS), Greece (COMM’ON) and Bulgaria (Ideas Factory) as conceptual and organisational
partners.
Tandem Europe is a one-year long learning by doing programme that allows innovative
creative initiatives to kick-start long-term collaboration on a European level. It offers
participants a working placement with a partner abroad and engages their organisations
in a joint social innovation or strategic development project of their own choice. Up to 24
participants accumulate international innovation know-how while realising one of up to
12 Tandem pilot projects that serve as prototypes for future tactical collaborations.
Obtaining new insights from all over Europe strengthens participants’ impact locally and
increases their operational and financial resilience.
Tandem Europe stimulates strategic thinking in organisational renewal processes, helps
to create and sustain culturally and socially innovative effects across sectors, disciplines
and borders and explores creative and collaborative solutions for contemporary
challenges in our societies.

HOW DOES IT WORK?
For one year, up to 24 participants from all 47 Council of Europe member states, Belarus
and Kosovo will form up to 12 cross-border Tandems. Beginning of March 2019, up to 32
applicants and their colleagues join the Tandem Partner Forum where they can form
a European partnership with another Tandem candidate organisation of their choice.
After the Partner Forum, a jury will select the 12 most promising Tandem proposals for
participation in the main programme phase.
Throughout the following year, selected participants realise a 2-week work placement at
their new Tandem partner organisation. During their vocational visit, Tandem participants
become directly involved with their partners’ organisational working environment and get
hands-on insights into local socio-economic and cultural realities. Spending two mutual
placement weeks together on site will provide participants with the necessary shared
working time for co-designing, testing and realising their pilot innovation and
collaboration initiatives. Each Tandem will receive modest start-up funding (€ 5000) for
bringing their cultural innovation idea to life. Outcomes are showcased locally and in the
framework of a presentation organised by Tandem at the end of the programme.

Project initiators and their colleagues of all 24 participating organisations will attend
Tandem group meetings at the beginning, in the middle and at the end of the process.
These meetings allow for a mutual exchange of Tandem innovation and collaboration
experiences with all other programme participants. All meetings will feature peer-topeer group learning sessions among participants but also workshops with social
innovation experts. The programme team will accompany and mentor all 12 Tandem
pilot collaborations from inception to completion. Frequent group meetings will also
add to a growing network of colleagues across all European locations involved.
After the programme ends, participating organisations will therefore be able to build on
viable European relations and new knowledge exchange contacts for scaling-up their
Tandem pilot ideas towards a broader innovation impact. At the same time, participants
join the growing Tandem network connecting them to cultural and social change
makers all over Europe and beyond.

WHO IS IT FOR?
We are looking for project initiators representing civil society organisations, public
institutions, non-profit initiatives, local administrations or social enterprises that:
•

Are engaged in cultural work that proactively explores new ways of working and promote the goals
and outcomes of their work through innovative formats

•

Are promoting innovative ways of working for empowering people and communities to explore
their individual creativity and increase their public engagement

•

Engage in cultural innovation activities that tackle socio-economic challenges or reflect on larger
cultural or societal questions in our communities

•

Are working with cultural questions and content for involving people in social change and actively
co-create communities around alternative social development models

•

Explore unconventional ways of working on a small scale that nevertheless show potential for
contributing to larger questions of public good (on a local and European level)

•

Are prepared to scale their innovative working methodologies towards wider community outreach,
especially in rural areas

•

Are highly motivated to extend their local cultural work to new working areas, which contribute to
alternative social and economic innovation processes all over Europe

•

Develop creative solutions for a sustainable socio-economic development of their communities,
cities or regions which are based on local needs

•

Design new creative formats for engaging people in re-shaping social and economic realities of the
local environment they live in

•

Are interested in finding new structural solutions, strategic development opportunities and
alternative financing models for their organisations.

•

Are ambitious to engage in strategic and lasting cooperation across national, cultural and mental
borders

•

Can rely on working structures that show sufficient financial and organisational capacity, are
flexible and adaptive, socially responsible and respected in their working field

•

Are early-to-mid career staff members with some decision-making responsibilities and/or senior
professionals who are strategically involved with the core mission of their organisation

•

Are socially committed, empathic, highly motivated, dynamic, open-minded personalities

•

Are eager to experiment, ready for structural change, seize new opportunities, have an
entrepreneurial spirit and the courage to take risks and fail forward.

•

Have sufficient skills, experience and resources to engage in an intense international learning,
reflection and innovation process that requires a minimum time investment of 10 working weeks
throughout a one-year-long process

•

Are based in one of the 47 CoE member states (and Belarus and Kosovo), and are fluent in English

Stella from the Municipality of Agios Efstratios (Agios
Efstratios island/Greece) and Catharina from Associação
Domínio Vale do Mondego (Faia/Portugal) have started
a promising long term transnational collaboration by
implementing the first tailor made local festival on the
remote Greek island of Agios Efstratios.
Elisa from Artemista Associazione Culturale (Spessa/Italy)
and Claire from Raizvanguarda – Associação Cultural
(Góis/Portugal) have explored new methods to engage
and empower communities in rural spaces by combining
theatre interplay, installation and music.
Michela from Rete delle Case del Quartiere and Edvin
from Gjirokastra Foundation have found innovative ways
to involve local communities, international artists and
organizations in a mutual learning process by designing
public art operas in abandoned spaces together with
local artisans.
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In short, Tandem offers:
•

Participation in a Partner Forum with up to 32 organisations from all over Europe
(one applicant per organisation for the whole meeting, plus one colleague for the
last two days of the meeting)

•

2 weeks abroad during a vocational placement at a new partner organisation

•

3 group meetings including peer-to-peer learning sessions, and workshops with
experienced trainers on social innovation

•

Reimbursement of travel costs and living expenses during project events and
placements

•

€ 5000 start-up funding for testing a shared pilot collaboration idea

•

Expert-facilitated mentoring of pilot collaboration initiatives from inception to
completion

•

A public showcase event to present the outcomes of all pilot collaboration
initiatives

•

Small-scale follow-up support to scale-up pilot ideas towards broader impact

•

Access to a growing alumni network of cultural initiatives across Europe and its
neighbourhood

TIMELINE

A 4-day Tandem Partner Forum including workshops in the Balkans (location tbd) 28.02 –
05.03.2019 (including travel days)
A 3-day Kick-off Meeting including workshops at the end of June 2019
A vocational placement of 12 days at individual Tandem partner locations across Europe
(self-organised) between June 2019 and February 2020
A 3-day Interim Meeting including peer-to-peer learning sessions and workshops October
2019
A 3-day Final learning and evaluation meeting February 2020

SELECTION & APPLICATION PROCESS
Selection of Tandem candidates to the Partner Forum is based on the quality of their
individual application. The programme team and partner representatives will preselect up
to 32 project initiators from all over Europe whose organisations and initiatives represent
a balanced mix of working fields, professional backgrounds, strategic interests, cultural
ideas and the socio-economic challenges they address. We will invite those applicants
who best fulfil the criteria listed .
Deadline for submitting applications to participate in the Tandem Europe Partner Forum
is 15 November 2018 (23:59 CET). Successful candidates will be informed by the end of
December.
At the Partner Forum beginning of March, the Tandem team will guide all 32 participants
and their colleagues through an interactive mix of informal matchmaking and
presentation sessions. All candidates will have sufficient time to identify and get to
know their potential Tandem partner before they actually form pairs and start drafting
a concrete proposal for their collaboration plans and pilot initiatives. The first 2 days,
the applicant joins the Partner Forum individually; the last 2 days she will be joined by
a colleague to test the new-found partnership and work on the Tandem application
together. Shortly after the Partner Forum up to 16 new Tandem pairs will submit their
written proposals for assessment. The second selection process will be carried out by an
external programme jury, which will choose the 12 most promising Tandem proposals for
participation in the main programme phase.

HOW TO APPLY?
Read the FAQ.
Fill in the online
application form.
The deadline for
submitting your
application is Thursday
15 November 2018
(23:59 CET).
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Please get in touch with Julian (bootz@mitost.org) or Anton
(sienknecht@mitost.org) for further inquiries.
Follow Tandem on Social media. Find out more about the
Tandem programme via the Tandem website.

If you have any questions, feel free to check this FAQ document.

Tandem Europe is an initiative developed by the European Cultural Foundation and MitOst e.V.
together with Fondazione Cariplo with additional financial support from Robert Bosch Stiftung
and Stavros Niarchos Foundation. It is implemented together with 4iS (Aveiro), COMM’ON
(Athens) and Ideas Factory (Sofia).

